
my stuff before setting off back to the lowland filled with traffic and to my mother's. The latter drove me to the train station and she seemed suffocated with work. Meantime also Myrthe seemed
not so happy and quite worry about something, probably to do with my purchase of the eagle nestle. The fact is that my heart is really there now and it was in fact quite painful to leave or to feel
like I will have to spend the flower of my life abroad and not there where I feel I totally belong to. I want it as my base!! As a matter of fact, while riding the bus to the airport a strong epiphany
came to me. There are four rooms in the nestle meaning a kitchen, a living room, a bathroom and a storage room. While I will paint the kitchen red like its floors and the stove, the living room
could become a bedroom and be painted blue while the bathroom should be painted green. I will build a wall in the storage room instead to divide it from the rest of the apartment and put a solid
door to later build my "Visning" there, meaning that the show-room I have now in Sweden will be entirely moved to a specifically dedicated room, a tebah up on the last livable place in the
mountain, kissed by the sun. This place should be then made a cultural site. The very interesting thing about this place is that it was originally a barn and the seller talked about the making of a
"presepio" there in the "contrada" celebrating the precariety of the message of God through baby Jesus, another version of the tebah to be opposed from the actual bad archive of those wanting to
census the population and obtain power... a long search now brought to a conclusion.

I woke up in a youth hostel today. I felt actually good about the traveling and the coming back here, almost as if I was recharged. On my way to meet Stina the commuter was completely blocked
and I saw her together with her husband in the middle of the crowd. I then reached her and we decided to go back to town to discuss our thesis in front of a coffee. She was really positive and
constructive and I felt really worth being in Sweden and having the help and education I would never get back in Italy. I now see I became much wiser in that respect thanks to this. Later in the
morning I went to the public library, ate a falafel nearby and then talked to the curators of an exhibition in Ireland. I proposed to show my pictures and only show a scaled version of my project
else I will have to think about something else. With the dark and cold weather later I picked up August and we walked quite a bit to the commuter despite my bag being very heavy. Now on our
way home.

I woke up very early next to August and updated my project to then go back again but at last I decided to start packing up my entire show room, unscrewing everything from the wall, a work that
took me two long years to set up. I worked non stop and even got down part of the wall I built in front of my room. Now I won't need this solution anymore as I have the apartment/barn in the
alps where I can live and survive no longer as a rat from society but as a squirrel in the solar precariety of nature. The good thing is that I told Myrthe my feeling and she went along saying that
she supports my dream and we are likely to make a little family in my native alps, a risky business which can be extremely wonderful if it works out. I am then trying to go against the destiny
projected in front of me by stuck in a cold country old and we no one close to him. Mean time throughout the afternoon Augustino has helped me bringing down the wood he originally
helped me to bring up prior constructing the wall and then we had some burritos together and now I am making him watch a movie about Mozart as that is certainly a side of him. 

It turned out to be a good day, unusually warm for this time of the year in Sweden. I was again working hard on my room, taking all the clothes to the storage downstairs and washing all the
floors. I also managed to cook some pasta for Alberto, the Sicilian guy who is likely to take over my room with his Czech girlfriend Kate. The latter was nice and educated while he tended to talk
over and had a lot of prejudices over things. They seemed to be fine with the place, also because they have no alternatives I guess. I also took them for a little walk to see the neighborhood and
then we sat down to look into the contract but also a way for Kate to babysit August when I am in the Netherlands. Now August is playing and I feel like stopping all my intense work of these
days.

I woke up today in an empty and white washed room as if in a church after the iconoclasts have intervene removing all symbols and meanings, the way I guess it ought to be here in the protestant
North of the world. August was really sweet to me and we had a good time also later when we went to the gym together. I have my alpine project now and I can't wait to share it with him, share
my native mountains at last but there will be several years before I will be actually moving there. The moving back is certainly not as fast as my moving in and I really want to spend time with
him. In the afternoon I met Stina and we went through my "theoretical" chapter. She was quite okay with my material like these compulsive alpinists dying with their tebahs in a mountain. Now
it is only a matter of making it tighter and remove the unnecessary I guess but we keep up constructively. Meantime August was playing video games in my office and we went later to the center
to meet Alberto and Kate. The latter is taking now August to his mom to talk about babysitting and I am going home a bit melancholic of the situation, the dark weather, August's little face every
time we say goodbye and Myrthe not really present.

A good day waking up again a bit too early and then setting forth to update my project in my now totally emptied room. I also started working on my dissertation before Alberto arrived to look
into a renting contract as he wish his Sicilian father to deduct it... He was a bit too talkative and he always took over the conversation and we always ended up talking about Sicily but I guess I
don't mind getting close to also that culture through all the roommates I get. At the university I got back to correcting more of my thesis and worked rather smoothly until I had to attend Roman
seminar... yet another political discussion about media and power. I left rather soon however and got on my way to the airport, taking a refreshing sleep on the commuter. Once there I even took
a vaccination against tics for the coming years in Sweden, Now I still have an hour to kill but also have to think about the Dublin exhibition which is moving forward...
A good waking up next to Myrthe in her fantastic new place, fully functional and really well renovated. Now we are able to cook and shower without having to be afraid of the mice... what a
difference. The weather was not really different however, gray and cold but people were nice and I often walked up and down the historical center to try to print my photo panels really small. In
the end I believe I have succeeded but will see about it. I also managed to write more of my thesis and come down to a clear definition about what tebahism is. In the afternoon, when Myrthe
came home we made love and felt asleep but now we are up and running again and it is very silent... no bells to be heard and Santa Caterina shining in my heart.

Another grayish day here in Holland. I managed to get going with my thesis and send a manuscript to Stina who is sending it to Maria, the second supervisor I chose from Malmö who is coming
to Stockholm next week to meet us. The rest of the day has been spent working on my Dublin exhibition. As it is normally my style I have got the whole city to work, quickly inquiring and
having every print shop ready with an offer. I did find one who would also silicon mount my pictures at an high price. The resolution was also quite good. I then went to Myrthe and dropped
some things in our van before going to another print shop. On the way home I bought some cheap used shoes for a meeting tomorrow and now I am home and realize that possibly I don't have to
scale my project and the Dublin museum might have found a 12 meters wall where to show all my photo panels, 132 of them.

I woke up early with Myrthe to go for a car inspection to change my target plate but I did not have all the papers and we had to drive back. Once at home we got busy restoring the light inside a
big hairdresser sign which we will use as a lamp in the big living room. For lunch it was sunny and I went to a restaurant to meet Tamar, an Israeli from Utrecht who interviewed me for over an
hour about my project... don't know if it was interesting for her though as she was trying to get a more general perspective about self-trackers. She anyway invited me for a talk at her university
so will see. Now back home and helping Myrthe with the sign.

A nice day, sunny but cold. I woke up very early to update my project and we later went to Cas and Petra to go and swim with little Peppino. It was nice to move a bit in the water, later however
we went back to Petra who was laying in bed with her newly born Wies. That made me really happy, holding such a little creature in my arms. After a warm bread from an Arab backery, Myrthe
and I went to an art fair where a friend Ylka was a curator. It was in Amsterdam and it was mostly stuff for collectors but I did enjoy it a bit. I got little restless though about having to spend a life
like that, at art fairs like Myrthe's father but she reassured me that it is not the case and the option to move to Italy is open... close to my mountains! Once back home we had fun making a lasagna
and being sweet to one another, in the new house with the big kitchen it was in fact nice.

I woke up decently early and with again a lot of dreams. I spent a good deal of the morning to update my project and then I went off with Myrthe to Breda with a truck to pick up some of her
parents' furnitures to renovate her house. The truck was way too big that needed and I almost felt like a soldier driving a whole troop again on a mission to move stuff for the girlfriend's sake. As
I was afraid for my back though this time, avoiding to be all that enthusiast as I was when moving Liselott's stuff, getting a broken back thereafter. At Myrthe's mother we got a heavy wooden
table and a pea soup before going to her father and driving first to an aunt with a sick husband to fetch an old sofa and then to one o f his garages where he stores all his antiques which in reality
turned out to be just crap. With the truck still half empty we then drove back to Utrecht. Flat landscapes, gray and cold weather feels not so inviting, at least not in comparison with a pictures of
my alps which I now keep as my laptop's background.

Another gray day in the Netherlands and again a cold one. I was out running however, after updating my project and then went home to shower and cook. In the afternoon I went out to look again
into ways of mounting my pictures but the frame shop was closed. Back home it was again gray, cold and quite depressing. After fixing more electric connections in the household I also found a
collage of Myrthe holding several different guys from her Indonesian trip. All of this combined I will not move to this cold and hyper tolerant corner of the world.

I woke up with sweet Myrthe on my side after a nice evening spent together in which also she reassured me about being willing to move back to Italy with me in a few years. I did not sleep so
well though and was up in the middle of the night probably due to running in the cold weather. The trip back to Sweden was neither to enjoyable but I made it and also got on time to sign me in
for a seminar at the university. Later I left my little office to Roman and his family and went training. Now I am waiting for Brett to finish to work so that I can pick up the key for Jacek's small
studio where I will spend a few weeks now that my apartment is double booked.

Brett had no key yesterday night to let me in Jacek's studio where I was planning to spend a few weeks to save money with my full apartment rented out. Jacek was in Poland and I had to break
in with a screwdriver but sleeping was quite okay although the place, a to be demolished building taken over by artists, is filthy. I did my best today however and did a good update of my project
then went into town to look for a better magnifying glass for my tiny pictures and later I went to the library to eat some salad and work. I managed both to do a bit of work for my cousin who
wants an app to share leftovers but in particular I have figured out the dimensions and all the requirements to accomplish my "Visning", the crypt of my Virtual memory palace, which I intend to
realize in the mountains. I later went through the filthy city to buy some food at a cheap supermarket and now I am back in the filthy art collective although I feel very peaceful and had a nice
chat with Myrtina on Skype.

A good but very long day started at three in the morning when I both updated my project and wrote about it seating in Jacek's little and filthy studio. Later I did sleep some extra time on the floor
with my old time camping equipment before setting off to the university, dressing smartly for my supervision meeting to come. I was in fact first training at the gym and only later I went back to
my office to keep on writing. At noon at last I met Stina together with Maria, the nice professor from the south of Sweden that I wished to have as my second supervisor. She was really good in
fact, and I had a very constructive and very long meeting with both. I will now have a lot of corrections and implementations to do on my text but they are very specific and I will take them step
by step in the coming days. Now I am off to little August who has been sick apparently and I hope to spend a nice evening with him.

An okay say waking up again too early next to poor August with a flu. I was quite critical yesterday about his mom not buying him any milk or any fruit. He was upset with me about it but then I
made it up saying that her mom is in fact really nice and we were friends again although I kept insisting of the fact that he should learn to take care of himself. As he felt still sick this morning, I
went off to the university and sat down to work on the crypt under my Virtual building. Probably it will be the only thing I will be able to realize of all my project but I even got it a roof and a
tunnel to get into it. After some pasta rice I had two supervisions of my Swedish students and a young conservative colleague was on my side giving more of the theoretical insight, which I tend
to always fly over finding it too political. The rest of the afternoon I spent with Jacek feeling happy of the fact that I won't have to save too much money anymore as the expenses for my new
apartment in the alps turned out to be quite low. Other than that we talked about Jacek's problems with his supervisor.

I woke up at Jacek's place today, still not quite sleeping properly but having a good morning of work, updating my project as well as writing an article which I was invited to write by an
American professor. Jacek and Brett were terribly slow. I did my work, wanted to eat and go out but they kept indulging in a slow pace, completely undecided about what and when to eat for
breakfast and where to go after. I simply did what I usually do with determination and sat off first to Jacek's studio to pick up a few things and then to the airport. Also the ride on the bus and the
waiting on the airport were rather productive. On the plane to I finished to read Tolstoy's short story "Family Happiness" which gave a good insight about my jealousy towards Myrthe when she
goes out into society, and the tragedy of McCandless wanting to abandon society.... the right place to be, I understood, is somewhere in between. Soon I am landing and Myrthe will be there to
pick me up!

A nice day to begin with waking up rather early and managing to update my project and also writing a concise paper about it. I later went back to Myrthe, quite exhausted from yesterday driving
through the cute but bombarded city of Nijmegen and eating Indian food there. After making silent love not to disturb her new room mate, I felt asleep again and woke up a noon to do some
grocery for a home warming party. Myrthe and I had quite some fun baking a cake despite an e-mail from Liselott asking me to pay her money for Christmas presents. I was a bit tired during the
actual party but managed to talk a bit to Myrthe's friends but mostly play with Peppino and the other kids as I usually do in these occasions. Now Myrthe is talking with her girl friends and I will
probably draw.

A quite exciting day getting the contract for my Dublin exhibition and setting hard to work planning how to go about it. Meantime I also contacted the people in charge for my Frankfurt exhibit
and went off for a run in the cold and cloudy Utrecht, in my little tea spoon park. Back home I showered, prepared a salad for me and Myrthe and was about to set to work again but then ended
up making love before it. The afternoon was thus spent making architectural plans for my two upcoming exhibits, a scaled one and a rather monumental one. Now I am exhausted and Hanneke is
coming over to eat.

A sunny day, waking up rather late for my standards and going to Jason for breakfast. We had cereals with water and then I tried to fix a lamp for him but without success. Back home I started
working on more exhibitions plans. I was also supposed to view the streaming of a colleague's presentation but that didn't work out on their side. At last I actually had some good hours working
on my thesis and now Myrthe is seating with me also working.

A good day waking up way too early but with a lot of dreams and also the Dublin exhibit to fix. After going back to bed and spending a good morning writing, the sun and the air were so mild
that I went out to the park to train. At home I cooked for Myrthe and got back to writing before going out again to run. Now I am back home, the sweet home that Myrthe and I have managed to
put up and I have written more of my thesis while also preparing to go to see Jason's new show.

A day spent traveling from Utrecht to Weeze by car in a scary storm really feeling at sea like Ulysses. The airplane trip back to Sweden was also tiresome although I did manage to get my Dublin
exhibit working well now, covering an entire wall with eight years prints. Back in Stockholm I was really exhausted but was nice to meet Jens the artist also living in the squat where Jacek's
studio is and where I will now spend the last night. I shared a pasta with him and we talked a lot finding several affinities.

I woke up at four today but stood up all the way, packing my things from Jacek's studio and commuting to my apartment where I bought some things for my guests (they complained yesterday
about the wet floor in the bathroom) and fetched August's Christmas present from the post. Later I went to the university to train and then ate some food before setting off to town again where I
met Jacek at the public library. I gave him back the keys to his studio and had a little chat. He is sort of doing the same research I am doing now, following my steps but with another tint. Now I
am on my way to sweet little August and the sun has set. Hopefully there will be a bit of sun in the weekend so that we can do a bit of walking as I have always desired from the beginning.

A nice day, sunny and I felt very rested. I updated my project and then got out with August for a walk in the ice. We only managed to reach the lake nearby but got quite some sun and a little
adventure going. Once home Liselott said that I could leave but I stood to cook for them and later helped them dismantling August bed. Now we should get him a new one so that he can finally
have a decent room where to play, a room I have completely built myself.

Another sunny but super short day. I woke up again way too early and did not feel bad about it but just got to work updating my project before going back to dream. After writing my dreams and
also starting to rewrite my thesis I took August out for a walk to the supermarket where we bought some fruit. He was nice and friendly but my brain was quite sleepy. Once home I made a good
salad for the two of us and kept working on my thesis introduction. Now I am done with it although there is still a whole week ahead of correcting the other chapters. I will now keep making
small house improvements, like fixing the lighting and the new bed we got for August yesterday. Later I will do some cooking and dish washing ... back to my house-wife-husband role.

A good working day waking up early but nonetheless updating my project and then going to the local church to attend August's school Christmas choir. It was quite a revival of past times and
feelings. The weather was cold though and Liselott harsh as usual taking me to the metro station from which I reached my university to first train and then promptly supervise a Swedish student.




